Straws

8.10.15

Duty Six: Grey

Approx
Time
4:30
4:40

4:50

5:00

5:15

5:35

5:45

5:55

Activity Description

Equipment Required

Leader

Opening Parade
*Everyone’s It
All Cubs draw a straw out of the container and
the Cub with the shortest straw has 5 seconds
to start running as everyone else chases.
*Water Race
Each team has to transfer water from one cup
into another by placing a straw in it, then
putting their finger over the top to create a
vacuum and then let it go over the other cup.
Ping Pong Relay
In teams blow a ping pong ball along the floor,
up and back to your team.
STRAW CRAFT: Cubs choice
Straw Names
Use small cut p pieces of straw to create your
name plaque.
Duck Callers
Flatten the end of a straw and cut to wedges off
to make an arrow shape. Put the pointed end of
the straw in your mouth and blow hard.
Rockets
Decorate your strip of paper. Roll it loosely
around the straw and tape it closed. Fold over
the top and tape it down. Blow hard on the
straw to launch the rocket.

Nil
Straw per Cub with one
shorter than the others.

All
Jacala

Cups, straws, water

Chil

Ping pong balls, straw per
person.

Jacala

Cut up straws, glue,
cardboard

Akela

Straws, scissors

Jacala

A4 paper cut into 12
rectangles approx. 2x4
inch, tape, straws

Chil

When each Cub has finished they can create a
Jungle Book puppet by cutting out a paper
figure and sticking a straw to the back.
*Jellybean Relay
In relay formation first Cub must run up and
suck a jellybean off a plate and carry it back to
the team before they can eat it.
*Ring Relay
Same teams as before but the Cubs must pass a
ring/lifesaver up and back by linking it on and
off a straw in their mouth.
Closing Parade
Hand out newsletters

* Can be played outside

Jungle Book cut outs,
straws, tape

Jellybeans, straw per Cub

Jacala

Straw per Cub, plastic
ring per team

Chil

